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Halos in clusters, Halos in clusters, voidsvoids, , andand in  in thethe  fieldfield

Cluster (hr)
M=2.1 x 1014 M_/h
mp= 4 x 107 M_/h
Resolution= 0.6 kpc/h

9 Clusters (lr) 
M=[7.3x1013,2.4x1014] M_/h
mp= 3.2 x 108 M_/h
Resolution= 2.4 kpc/h

5 Voids
mp= 4 x 107 M_/h
Resolution= 1.2 kpc/h

Field
Box= 60 Mpc/h
Resolution=2.0 kpc/h
mp= 1.1 x 109 M_/h

Void 50
mp= 2.5 x 107 M_/h
Resolution= 0.8 kpc/h

Different environments



SamplesSamples  ofof Halos Halos

0.0321.2 x 1012FIELD1

0.0332.2 x 1010V50(hr)

0.0304.9 x 1010Vall

0.0241.0 x 1011Cl6(hr)

0.0245.3 x 1011Clall

λmed    <Mh>(M_/h)Sample

1 Distinct galatic-size halos drawn from
two 60 Mpc/h boxes 



C versus C versus MassMass  diagramdiagram

Solid line: linear regression of data
from distinct halos of clusters.  

Dashed line: Eke, Navarro and
Steinmetz model.

cNFW or 1/5 = rh/rs or r1/5

r1/5 = the radius where 1/5 Mvir is 
contained.

Halos have more than 2500 particles.

Void halos

Void halos are 40% less concentrated
than cluster halos



        AtAt  z=1z=1

Z=0

Z=0

Differences seen at 
z=0 disappear



Halo Halo shapeshape  distributiondistribution

The weighted inertia tensor

Iij=_xixj/a2,

Elliptical distance

a=(x2+y2/q2+z2/s2)1/2

Halos with more than 500
particles and within Rh

Field sample



StatisticalStatistical  PropertiesProperties: : ellipticityellipticity  distributiondistribution,,

Halos with
np > 500.

Subhalos are
cut at the tidal
or truncation
radius.

Halos in the field
are distinct halos
with Rvir < 300
kpc/h.

P(x)= [x(2!)1/2_]-1 exp(-ln2(x/x0) / 2_2) Halos  in clusters are on average more spherical



SpinSpin  distributiondistribution

A KS test show that these two
distributions are different

Halos, distinct or subhalos, in clusters
have on average a lower spin



InternalInternal angular  angular momentummomentum  alignmentalignment

_1/2 angle between
jint and jout. 

Errors depend on N and
_. They also seem to depend
on intrinsic alignment.

cluster

Halos in clusters appear
to be more disaligned
on average, however the 
errors for 500 particles
or so are high that
this result needs to be 
confirmed in future
works. 

cos_1/2,med=0.79
=0.51

cos_1/2,med=0.83



AtAt  z=0z=0  andand  z=1z=1

Positive evolution



AlignmentAlignment  betweenbetween halo  halo shapeshape  andand angular angular
momentummomentum

There is a trend for
halos in the field (or
voids) to have their
angular momentum
more aligned to minor
principal axis. 



VmaxVmax versus  versus massmass
relationrelation

voids

Halos in voids or in the field, for a
given mass, have a smaller Vmax
than halos in clusters.
 



ConclusionsConclusions

•• Halos in Halos in voidsvoids  oror in  in thethe  fieldfield are  are onon average  average lessless  concentratedconcentrated  thanthan halos in halos in
clusters.clusters.

•• In In thethe  VVmaxmaxvsvs. M . M diagramdiagram, TF , TF relationrelation, , oror  __vv vs. M  vs. M diagramdiagram  voidvoid halos  halos lielie
belowbelow cluster halos.  cluster halos. ExpressedExpressed  thethe  shiftshift in magnitudes in  in magnitudes in thethe TF  TF relationrelation  itit
amountsamounts  toto 0.4  0.4 magmag..

•• Halos in clusters Halos in clusters havehave  onon average a  average a smallersmaller  spinspin  parameterparameter  thanthan  thosethose
halos in halos in voidsvoids  andand  thethe  fieldfield..

•• Halos in Halos in voidsvoids are  are onon average more  average more flattenedflattened  thanthan halos in clusters. halos in clusters.

•• Cluster halos are Cluster halos are onon average  average lessless  alignedaligned  thanthan halos in  halos in voidsvoids  oror in  in thethe  fieldfield,,
butbut  thisthis  resultresult  needsneeds  toto be  be confirmedconfirmed by  by futurefuture  worksworks  becausebecause  ofof  thethe  highhigh
errorserrors  involvedinvolved in  in thethe  alignmentalignment  calculationcalculation..



continuecontinue

•• PresentPresent--dayday halos in  halos in voidsvoids  oror in  in thethe  fieldfield are more  are more alignedaligned  thanthan halos  halos atat  z=1z=1..

•• SeminumericalSeminumerical  modelsmodels  ofof disk  disk galaxygalaxy  evolutionevolution by  by FirmaniFirmani &  & AvilaAvila--ReeseReese
show show thatthat  thethe use  use ofof  thesethese c c’’s and s and __’’s  found here s  found here help to explain thehelp to explain the
observed differences in galaxy properties in the different environments.observed differences in galaxy properties in the different environments.


